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REGULATIONS
I World Mas-Wrestling Championship
Aims and objectives
Competitions are held with the aim to popularize and develop mas-wrestling in the world
and have following objectives:
- strengthening friendly sportive relationship among countries;
- determination of the strongest sportsmen.
Time and venue
Competitions are held on November 28 - December 1, 2014 in Russian Federation on
address: Yakutsk, Oyunskogo st., 26, Center for Sport training "Triumph".
Program:
November 28 (Friday)

November 29 (Saturday)

November 30 (Sunday)

December 1 (Monday)

Arrival day
15.00 - 18.00 18.00 - 19.00
representatives.
10.00 - 13.00 15.00 - 15.30 15.30 - 19.00 10.00 - 13.00 14.00 - 18.00 18.00 - 19.00 Departure day.

mandate commission and weigh-in;
- meeting panel of judges with coaches and
preliminary bouts;
opening ceremony;
preliminary bouts.
preliminary bouts;
semi-final and final bouts;
awarding and closing ceremonies

Mandate commission, weigh-in and meeting panel of judges with representatives will be
held: Yakutsk, Kirova st, 20/1, Sport complex "Modun".
Management of event
General management of preparation and conducting of the Championship lies on the
International Mas-Wrestling Federation, Ministry of Sports of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia),
"V.Manchaary Republican center of national sports".
Direct responsibility of conducting the event carried by Organizing Committee and
Ground Jury, confirmed by IMWF.
Participants
Allowed to participate athletes aged of 18 (age determines on the very day of
participation), passed medical examination and permitted to engage in power sports by
application of national federations or authorized organization - 1 (one) athlete on each weight
category.
Russian Federation as hosting, has right to set 2 (two) teams.
Necessarily form of participants:
Men - sport shorts ^(red and blue), sport shoes without spikes;
Women - sport shorts (red and blue), sport singlet or top, sport shoes without spikes.
Conditions of conducting of competition:
Competitions are individual and conduct according to actual rules of IMWF. If there are
3 or more athletes on weight category - circle system, if there are 2 or less athletes - weight
category attaches to the following higher weight category.

Weight categories:
men - 60 kg, 70 kg, 80 kg, 90 kg, 105 kg, 125 kg, over 125 kg.
women - 55 kg, 65 kg, 75 kg, 85 kg, over 85 kg.
Awarding
Winners and prize-winners on each weight category gain medals, diplomas and money
prizes.
Financing
All fees connected with preparation and conducting competitions under conditions of
partnership carry IMWF, Ministry of Sports of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia), "V. Manchaary
Republican center of national sports".
Travel expenses to Moscow and back carry sending organization. Organizing committee
pays Moscow-Yakutsk-Moscow travel, board and accommodation of 8 members of delegation (6
athletes and 2 representatives).
Claims
Preliminary applications for participation in the competition with number of athletes,
coaches and representatives accept until the 15th of September:
• Yakutsk, Kirova st., 20/1, Belolyubskiy Ivan - head of Mas-wrestling development
department of "V. Manchaary Republican center of national sports", e-mail:
modun@mail.ru. tel.: +7(4112)32 50 64, +7 914 2 663 657;
• Moscow, Myasnitskiy proezd, 3/26, Tomskaya Lena - Secretary General of the
International Mas-wrestling Federation, len-atom@;mail.ru, +79263192088;
Nominal claims give to mandate committee on the day of arrival. Participant must show
passport to mandate commission, original insurance of accident. Insurance fees lie on sending
organization.

These Regulations are an official invitation to the competitions.

